As digital images quickly increase in number, adopting effective content-based image retrieval (CBIR) algorithm to retrieval the desired images is essential nowadays with the presence of a huge amount of digital images, the present paper introduces an accurate and rapid mode for content based image retrieval process. The algorithm is composed of two major phases, namely features extraction and relevance feedback. In the feature extraction phase, it uses the improved DCD algorithm to extract color feature and LBP algorithm to extract the texture feature, with the SVM algorithm adopted in the relevance feedback phase. Experimental results show that the proposed method has higher retrieval accuracy than other conventional ones.
Introduction
As digital images quickly increase in number, retrieval for images in large image databases has become more and more important than ever before. Generally, image retrieval procedures can be divided into two approaches: text-based image retrieval (TBIR) and content-based image retrieval (CBIR). In TBIR, it retrieves images based on one or more keywords specified by the user. However, there are cases in which a query request cannot be easily described by keywords. To solve this dilemma, the content-based image retrieval (CBIR) has been studied for searching images based on a given query image contents. CBIR avoids many problems associated with traditional ways of retrieving images by keywords. Thus, a growing interest in the area of CBIR has been established in recent years. In this paper, we proposed the image retrieval algorithm based on the dominant color and LBP texture. And relevant feedback is supplied, so as to solve the semantic gap between the low level feature and high level semantic of image.
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Related works
The color feature [1] is the most obvious in the image. The algorithms to extract the color are: histogram, cumulative histogram, dominant color extraction algorithm and so on. This paper applies the dominant color extracting algorithm to retrieve the image. The dominant color description (DCD) proposed by MPEG-7 [2] applies several representative colors to describe the image. In order to extract the dominant colors from an image, a color quantization algorithm has to be predetermined.
The texture feature is one of the low-level features of image. It not only represents the value size of pixel, but also displays the spatial feature of the pixel. In this paper, we applies local binary pattern (LBP) to extract the texture features.
The LBP [3] algorithm is computed in the area of 3*3, and compares the area center pixel value with surrounding pixel value, we can set LBP code to one, when it is larger than the value of central pixel. Otherwise, it is set into zero. Therefore, the eight digital binary sequence in this area can be obtained to represent the texture information in this area. The change process is displayed as below:
Fig. 1. The computation process of LBP algorithm
We can get a pixel value from 0 to 255 pixel image through the LBP algorithm processing. We can statistic it as a histogram 128 dimensions when setting its bins as 2, and use the histogram intersection algorithm to compute the distance between the texture of two images.
Proposed algorithm
Although the DCD algorithm is capable of extracting the dominant color of image, due to the limited dominant colors (generally only 4~5) extracted by the original algorithm, the color features of the image fails to be fully expressed. In this paper, we extract the color feature using the improved DCD algorithm and extract the texture feature using the LBP algorithm for image retrieval. And relevant SVM-based feedback algorithm is also used to retrieve the image, so as to overcome the semantics gap between the low-level features and high-level language.
In order to overcome the failure to fully express image features arising from limited dominant colors extracted by the original DCD algorithm, this paper improves the DCD algorithm, i.e. dividing the color space into 27 areas when applying LBA [4] algorithm. Finally, about ten dominant colors can be obtained after such area is merged and computed. The extraction result is as below:
Fig. 2. Original image and its DCD, (a) is the original image, (b) is the image presented by DCD, (c) is the dominant color descriptor(DCD), (d) is the color of DCD
We used the new measurement algorithm proposed by Chang and Yang [4] to compute the similarity of dominant colors.
The color similarity and texture similarity of this paper is used to evaluate the entire image similarity, the applied formula in these two features are as below: (1) In Eq.(1), the is color distance and the is texture distance. We are set up the β parameter to 32, and set up α to 1 to combining the DCD distance and LBP distance, the DIS is the final distance between two images.
Although the dominant color and texture algorithm can extract the features of the image accurately, but the retrieval accuracy degree is degraded due to the semantic gap between the high-level language and low-level features. The relevant feedback algorithm based on SVM [5] is used in this paper.
Result and Conclusion
In order to test the retrieval performance of the proposed algorithm and the comparison with other algorithm are investigated. We use the Corel [6] image set to test the algorithm. The following Table shows the compared results (return 100 images) among improved algorithm, algorithm proposed by chuen-horngLin [7] and algorithm proposed by S.Mangijaosingh [8] . The average retrieval ratio in this text applied by proposed algorithm is higher than the retrieval ratio applied by other algorithm. The accuracy ratio is increased by 4% after application of the relevant feedback.
In this paper, we propose a novel solution to image retrieval system by combining color and texture features. The color features are extracted by improved DCD algorithm, and the texture features are extracted by LBP algorithm, and relevant feedback is applied to overcome the semantic gap between low-level features and high-level language. Our experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method has higher retrieval accuracy than other conventional ones. In the future, I will continue to study the image feature matching methods and semantic based image retrieval for the CBIR system.
